Since 2011, ENSEGID - Bordeaux INP has trained multi-skilled engineers in the fields of exploration, exploitation and balanced management of natural resources, with a sustainable development approach. The ENSEGID programme covers all the multidisciplinary aspects necessary for environmental management issues, but what sets it apart is its focus on professional internships and applied project-based learning.

A Word from the Director

At ENSEGID our aim is to train engaged, socially-responsible engineers who are prepared to take on the challenges of the 21st century: energy resources, water and environmental management.

To do so, ENSEGID offers high-level training with a professional focus and an international outlook. It is also draws on basic and applied research activities to respond to the specific needs of companies, design offices and local authorities.

The three-year training programme is structured around multidisciplinary and specialised courses to provide future engineers with in-depth knowledge of the natural environment and mastery of the scientific and technical tools necessary for their future careers.

Our strong ties with industrial partners allow ENSEGID engineers to find employment quickly after graduation.

When you choose ENSEGID, you are choosing professional success at a dynamic, close-knit engineering school.

Alain DUPUY
**Research and transfer**

1 research laboratory *in the fields of:*
- Sedimentary systems and carbonate reservoirs
- Transfers and interactions in aquifer systems

**Employment statistics**

45 graduates per year

Over 50% of engineering students find a job before leaving school

Gross annual salary €27,500

10% of graduates go on to a PhD

**Industrial partnerships**

ENSEGID offers engineering programmes with a professional focus and close ties with the socioeconomic world.

**Student testimonial**

The school has close relationships with companies and the three different professional programmes allow students to focus on what they are most interested in.

*Friendly, serious and practical are the 3 words I would use to describe the ENSEGID spirit.*

Clothilde Pineaud

Class of 2014

**Clubs and Associations**

3 associations
- Géo’dyn, Students’ Association
- Géo’sport, Sports’ Association
- Géo’motiv and its clubs

1 alumni network
ENSEGID ALUMNI

**Contacts**

International Relations Office
05 40 00 66 94
relations-internationales@ensegid.fr
BORDEAUX-INP.FR/EN